Interaction of fission yeast ORC with essential adenine/thymine stretches in replication origins.
Eukaryotic DNA replication is initiated from distinct regions on the chromosome. However, the mechanism for recognition of replication origins is not known for most eukaryotes. In fission yeast, replication origins are isolated as autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs). Multiple adenine/thymine clusters are essential for replication, but no short consensus sequences are found. In this paper, we examined the interaction of adenine/thymine clusters with the replication initiation factor ORC. The SpOrc1 or SpOrc2 immunoprecipitates (IPs) containing at least four subunits of SpORC, interacted with the ars2004 fragment, which is derived from a predominant replication origin on the chromosome. SpORC-IPs preferentially interacted with two regions of the ars2004, which consist of consecutive adenines and AAAAT repeats and are essential for ARS activity. The nucleotide sequences required for the interaction with SpORC-IPs correspond closely to those necessary for in vivo ARS activity. Our results suggest that the SpORC interacts with adenine/thymine stretches, which have been shown to be the most important component in the fission yeast replication origin. The presence of multiple SpORC-binding sites, with certain sequence variations, is characteristic for the fission yeast replication origins.